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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

March (1991) argued that a proper balance between exploration of new possibilities 

and exploitation of old certainties is needed to achieve the optimal innovative 

performance in a corporation. If the company only concentrates on risky exploration, 

it spends lots of resources with very little payback. Exploitation of the knowledge 

acquired by exploration is also needed. On the other hand, if the company 

concentrates too much on exploiting old certainties, it becomes stabilized in a sub- 

optimal equilibrium. Adequate amount of exploration is thus needed, especially in a 

fast-changing environment, where the corporation needs to have quick feedback on 

changes in the market.

Many researchers suggest that most large corporations undervalue exploration and 

concentrate too much on exploitation (Benner & Tushman, 2003; Lewin et al., 1999; 

March, 1991). Even though the theoretical basis for the importance of exploratory 

activity is well established, little large-scale empirical evidence exists to support this 

proposition. Empirical research is complicated by the fact that no clear measurement 

of exploration orientation has been established. Despite the importance of the 

subject, empirical methods that have been used to measure exploration and 

exploitation are varied, unestablished and underdeveloped (Meeus et al., 2002). This 

study attempts to fill this gap using automated content analysis.

Automated content analysis is a promising research method that has been used to 

measure abstract concepts that are difficult to quantify otherwise (Laver et al., 2003; 

Kabanoff et al. 1995; Porac et al. 1999: 123-125). It would therefore seem to be a 

viable method for measuring exploration and exploitation. The purpose of this study 

is to investigate the method of automated content analysis and its suitability for 

measuring exploration and exploitation, develop an operationalization for exploration 

versus exploitation orientation using content analysis of news documents, and test 

the proposition of the importance of exploration using this operationalization.
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1.2 Research Problems

There are two main research problems. The first research problem can be formulated 

as follows:

How can automated content analysis be used to measure a company’s 

exploration versus exploitation orientation in its corporate development 

activities?

The second research problem is:

How does the exploration versus exploitation orientation in corporate 

development activity affect the financial performance of the company?

This study contributes to the fields of organizational learning and corporate 
development by providing support for the arguments for the importance of 

exploration.

1.3 Research Objectives

The two main objectives of the research are

1. to create and evaluate a method for measuring a company’s exploration 

versus exploitation orientation in its corporate development activities using 

automated content analysis and

2. to use the content analysis method developed to measure the effect of 
exploration versus exploitation orientation on the financial performance of a 

corporation

1.4 Scope of the Research

This study concentrates on using automated content analysis to measure a company’s 

strategic orientation, the main focus being on studying the measurement of 

exploration and exploitation. Exploration and exploitation are primarily studied in 

the context of corporate development. The different forms of corporate development
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explicitly addressed by this study are acquisitions, joint ventures, alliances, corporate 

venture capital, new businesses, new products, business development, spin-offs, and 

venture funds. However, the generalizability of the operationalization outside the 

domain of corporate development is also addressed.

The effect of exploration versus exploitation orientation on financial performance is 

studied for large multinational corporations found in the Fortune Global 500 list of 

the world’s largest corporations. Large corporations are those most often investing in 

corporate development. Ample amounts of textual material concerning large 

corporations’ corporate development activities can be found to be used as raw data 

for automated content analysis. The largest companies are also the ones for which the 

results of this study are the most relevant.

1.5 Research Methods

The methods used include literature study, automated content analysis, and 

regression analysis conducted using the results from the content analysis method 

created.

A literature study is used to investigate the exploration-exploitation dichotomy as 

well as to explore the body of knowledge on content analysis in order to answer the 

first research question and develop a method of automated content analysis to 
measure exploration versus exploitation orientation. The literature study includes 

studying some basic textbooks and searching articles from databases such as IS I Web 

of Science and ProQuest using keywords such as “exploration”, “exploitation”, ”text 

analysis” and ”content analysis”.

The content analysis method that is developed based on the literature study is applied 

to textual data collected in the form of published news articles and newswires from 

the Lexis-Nexis online news database. The content analysis provides an 

operationalization for exploration versus exploitation orientation in corporate 

development activities.
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The effects of exploration versus exploitation orientation, as measured by the content 

analysis method created, on company performance are analyzed with Stata 8.2 

statistical computer software using statistical multiple regression analysis. 

Regression analysis provides for an easy way to test the relationship between the 

relative amount of explorative focus in corporate development and financial 

performance. The analysis is conducted on world’s largest manufacturing companies, 

with a sample size of 199. The financial performance data are collected from the 

Fortune Global 500 lists of years 2000-2003, as well as some secondary sources.

1.6 Definitions

Brief definitions of the key concepts in this study are given below. The definitions 

are further elaborated in the literature study.

Content analysis is defined as “a research technique for making replicable and valid 

inferences from data to their context” (Krippendorff, 1980: 21). Popping (2000) 

differentiated text from other types of communication and, in line with Krippendorff 

(1980), defined text analysis as “a research technique for making replicable and valid 

inferences from text to their [sic] context” (Popping, 2000: 7). The terms “content 
analysis” and “text analysis” are often used interchangeably. Throughout this study, 

the term “content analysis” is used also when the data under study is text, as is 

common in literature.

The concepts of exploration and exploitation are used in this study as defined by 

March (1991). Exploration is defined as “things captured by terms such as search, 

variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility, discovery, innovation” and 

exploitation as “such things as refinement, choice, production, efficiency, selection, 

implementation, execution” (March, 1991: 71).

Corporate development means activities to enhance the company’s current business. 

Here it is explicitly defined as including acquisitions, joint ventures, alliances, 

corporate venture capital, new businesses, new products, business development, spin

offs, and venture funds. Corporate development can be roughly divided into internal 

corporate development, concerning development activities inside the company, such
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as new products and new businesses, and external corporate development, which 

includes activities involving outside resources, such as acquisitions, joint ventures, 

and alliances.

1.7 Structure of the Study

In chapter 2, Literature Study, existing theory on exploration, exploitation, and 

automated content analysis is investigated. In chapter 2.1, the exploration- 

exploitation trade-off in corporate development is discussed. Based on the theoretical 

framework created in this discussion, the hypotheses are formulated. In chapter 2.2, 

the method of automated content analysis is investigated. In chapter 3, Empirical 

Analysis, the regression analysis for analyzing the effects of exploration is presented. 

First, the data used and the methods of analysis applied are described and their 

applicability discussed. Especially the method of automated content analysis used to 
obtain the independent exploration variable is discussed in detail. Then, the results 

are presented and their reliability and validity examined. The automated content 

analysis method is further investigated and elaborated at the end of chapter 3. In 

chapter 4, Discussion and Conclusions, the implications, contributions and 

limitations of this study are discussed, and recommendations for future research are 

proposed.

2 LITERATURE STUDY

2.1 Exploration and Exploitation

2.1.1 Exploration-Exploitation Dichotomy

The trade-off between the exploration of new possibilities and the exploitation of old 

certainties in adaptive systems and organizational learning was presented by James 

G. March in his seminal article Exploration and Exploitation in Organizational 

Learning (March, 1991). Although papers studying similar or related concepts had 

been published before March’s introduction of the dichotomy (e.g. Lant & Mezias, 

1990; Winter, 1971), his study was pioneering in that it explicitly defined the 

concepts of exploration and exploitation and presented well-founded theoretical basis 

for its arguments. March defined exploration as including “things captured by terms
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such as search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility, discovery, 

innovation” and exploitation as including “such things as refinement, choice, 

production, efficiency, selection, implementation, execution” (March, 1991: 71). 

Later, Levinthal and March defined exploration as “the pursuit of knowledge, of 

things that might come to be known” and exploitation as “the use and development 

of things already known” (Levinthal & March, 1993: 105).

March (1991) argued that the two activities of exploration and exploitation compete 

for the same scarce resources in an organization. Organizations make implicit and 

explicit choices between the two. March argued that, when allocating resources, a 

proper balance between exploration and exploitation is needed to achieve the optimal 
innovative performance, which in turn affects the firm’s financial performance (He 

& Wong, 2004). Organizations concentrating too much on exploration at the expense 

of exploitation suffer the costs of experimentation without being able to reap its 

benefits. Conversely, excessive emphasis on exploitation and neglecting sufficient 

exploration causes the organization to become stagnant and ossified in a suboptimal 
equilibrium of knowledge. This can be especially hazardous in turbulent 

environments, where a company that neglects exploration is in danger of its 

knowledge base becoming obsolete as the business environment changes.

2.1.2 Exploration and Exploitation in Corporate Development

The definitions of exploration and exploitation by March (1991) and March and 
Levinthal (1993) are broad and somewhat vague. More concrete descriptions and 

examples of exploration and exploitation in corporate development activities are 

presented here.

Elfring and Foss (1997) divide corporate development ideas into exploration and 

exploitation based on whether they are far from or close to the company’s current 

business in terms of resources, capabilities and cognitive constructs. For a more 

concrete distinction in their study of the financial services sector, Volberda et al. 

(2001) define those actions as exploration that “add new activities to the current 

repertoire of the organisation, or that increase the geographic scope of the firm”, 

mentioning Internet banking and a bank entering insurance as examples, and those
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actions as exploitation that “elaborate on the current range of activities and fall 

within the current geographic scope, or that rationalise activities”, such as cost 

savings, the dissolution of product ranges, sale of activities, and scale-increasing 

mergers and acquisitions.

In their study of strategic alliances, Koza and Lewin (1998) note that exploration 

alliances are entered with the intent of facilitating learning or discovering new 

opportunities, such as with bilateral exploration and learning relationships and co

operative learning networks. In exploitation alliances, the main purpose is the joint 

maximization of complementary assets, which can be achieved by for example joint 

ventures, licensing, franchising, and networks such as code sharing and referrals 

arrangements. Exploitation alliances are thus intended for achieving specific 

performance or revenue enhancement objectives. In the context of the biotechnology 
industry, Rothaermel and Deeds (2004) define exploration alliances as those focusing 

on basic research or drug discovery and development, and exploitation alliances as 
those alliances that are targeted toward commercialization, with their focus in such 

things as clinical trials, FDA regulatory process, or marketing and sales.

Keil (2001) states that companies can use external corporate venturing activities for 

exploration purposes by using them to monitor the developments of markets in order 

to build cognitive frameworks that are adapted to the new environment, and to 

understand markets and technologies that might affect core businesses in the future. 

Exploration activities often include a portfolio of relationships, typically in such 

forms as venture funds, minority investments and non-equity alliances. Conversely, 

exploitative external corporate venturing activities focus on exploiting knowledge 

and capabilities already existing in the organization, for example by gaining access to 

complementary capabilities or acquiring options to enter new markets. Exploitation 

activities often take the form of acquisitions, gaining control through large stake, and 

to some extent also minority investments. Exploitation activities also include 

networks for such things as promoting technology standards.
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2.1.3 Previous Measurements of Exploration and Exploitation

Even though there has been plenty of theoretical discussion concerning the concepts 

of exploration and exploitation as well as the trade-off between the two, there are few 

large-scale empirical studies that actually measure exploration and exploitation 

(Meeus et al., 2002). The very definitions of exploration and exploitation are 

somewhat vague and consequently there are no universally accepted 

operationalizations and measurement tools for these concepts.

Some methods that have been used to operationalize and measure exploration and 
exploitation are presented here. This compilation of articles is based on a review of 

relevant articles from ISI Web of Science, as well as some secondary sources. ISI 

Web of Science includes the abstracts and citation data of, among others, the most 

relevant management journals, such as Administrative Science Quarterly, Academy 

of Management Journal, Strategic Management Journal, and Organization Science.

The methods used in the reviewed articles to operationalize and measure exploration 

and exploitation can be roughly divided into four categories. The first category of 

methods uses manual classification of distinct company actions into either 
exploratory or exploitative actions by the researchers and calculating the numbers of 

the types of actions to create the measure for the degree of exploration or 
exploitation (Volberda et al., 2001; Rothaermel, 2001a, 2001b; Rothaermel & Deeds, 

2004). The second category of methods uses questionnaires with Likert-scale items 

directed at the personnel familiar with the exploration or exploitation actions in the 

organization (Gray, 2001; McGrath, 2001; Sidhu et al., 2004; He & Wong, 2004). 

The third category consists of methods using patent data to measure exploration and 

exploitation in companies’ innovative activities by creating indices from patent SIC 

codes or patent citation data (Argyres, 1996; Fleming, 2001; Rosenkopf & Nerkar, 

2001; Benner & Tushman, 2002; Katila & Ahuja, 2002), and the fourth category 

includes operationalizations and measurement tools specifically designed for a single 

industry based on discussions with industry insiders (Bierly & Chakrabarti, 1996; 

West & lansiti, 2003; Miller & Shamsie, 2001). Summary of the approaches is 

shown in Table 1.
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Operationalizations of exploration and exploitationTable 1

Manual classification of actions
OperationalizationIndustriesAuthors
Number of exploration actions divided by the sum of 
exploration and exploitation actions______________

Financial
services

Volberda et al. (2001)

Alliances divided into exploration and exploitation 
alliances; studied separately

Biopharma
ceuticals

Rothaermel (2001a, 
2001b) and Rothaermel 
and Deeds (2004)
Questionnaires

OperationalizationIndustriesAuthors
Questionnaires with several items using 7-point Likert 
scales; Exploration and exploitation constructs were 
created separately using principal component analysis 
Questionnaires with several items using 5-point Likert 
scales, combined to operationalize degree of exploration

SeveralGray (2001)

SeveralMcGrath (2001)

Questionnaires with several items using 7-point Likert 
scales, combined to operationalize three dimensions of
exploration_______________________________ _____
Questionnaires with several items using Likert scales; 
Exploration and exploitation constructs were created 
separately using factor analysis___________________

Metal and
electrical
engineering

Sidhu et al. (2004)

SeveralHe and Wong (2004)

Patent data
OperationalizationIndustriesAuthors
Exploration as a complex index calculated from the 
similarity of patent SIC codes__________________

SeveralArgyres (1996)

Exploration using the number of times a citation sub
class was used earlier

SeveralFleming (2001)

Two dimensions of exploration, based on self or non-self 
citations and optical disk or non optical disk citations

Optical disksRosenkopf and Nerkar 
(2001) ________

Exploration using the number of self-citations and 
citations to previous patents used by the company

Photography 
and paint

Benner and Tushman 
(2002)

Exploitation by calculating, on a given year, the average 
number of times that each citation had been repeatedly 
used in the previous five years; Exploration as the 
proportion of previously unused citations in a given year

RoboticsKatila and Ahuja (2002)

Specialized measurements
OperationalizationIndustriesAuthors
Exploration as the ratio of New Drug Entities to all New
Drug Applications, as approved by the FDA__________
Three measures of exploration: sum of the absolute 
values of the yearly differences in the percentage of 
films made in different genres; number of new film 
genres that a studio took on in a given year; percentage 
of the films in all genres that had not been used in the
previous year___________________________________
Exploration as capacity of experimental fabrication 
facility dedicated to the project, in number of silicon 
wafers per week; Exploitation using time spent by 
project members working on a relevant technology

Bierly and Chakrabarti 
(1996) ______

Pharma
ceuticals
Hollywood
films

Miller and Shamsie 
(2001)

Semi
conductors

West and lansiti (2003)
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Manual classification of actions into exploratory and exploitative ones is an 

inherently subjective method. Its advantage is that it can be used with either primary 

or secondary data, provided that sufficient data is available for the classification. 

While it could be possible to use manual classification in cross-industry studies, none 

of the reviewed studies attempted to do that. Manual classification seems to be better 

suited to single-industry studies, where the number of different actions to be 

considered is lower.

Questionnaire methods use primary data and therefore require active participation of 

the subject or subjects studied. For this reason they are also best suited for analyzing 

the present situation, and less suitable for longitudinal research or measuring 

historical rates of exploration and exploitation. On the other hand, questionnaires can 

easily be used in a variety of industries, and even to conduct cross-industry studies as 

the questions can be formulated to be general in nature and answerable by personnel 

in completely different industries.

Patent data methods have the advantage of using solely secondary data. This enables 

large-scale research including multiple companies. However, the measurement of 

exploration and exploitation using patents is problematic in multi-industry studies, as 

the relevance of patents and the propensity for patenting varies considerably across 

industries (Levin et al., 1987; Cockbum & Griliches, 1988). Many researchers using 

patent data studied only a single industry, or a few industries separately (Rosenkopf 

& Nerkar, 2001; Benner & Tushman, 2002; Katila & Ahuja, 2002). Yet some 

researchers studied multiple industries, either controlling for the industry (Argyres, 

1996) or not (Fleming, 2001).

Industry-specific operationalizations can be made easy to measure and thus 

convenient to use when studying different companies in the focal industry. These 

measurements are in a way similar to the manual classification measurements in their 

subjectivity. Whereas in manual classification there is subjectivity both in the 

definition of classes and in dividing actions to these classes, with industry-specific 

methods the data themselves are usually gathered from secondary sources and used 

consistently, and the subjectivity of the researchers comes into play in designing the
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method of measurement. Obviously, these kinds of measurement tools are not suited 

to multi-industry studies.

The exploration-exploitation dichotomy has been approached in different ways in 

research. One way is to study the balance between exploration and exploitation, 
where the trade-off is operationalized as a one-dimensional variable with pure 

exploration at one end and pure exploitation at the other. Most of the reviewed 

articles treated and operationalized exploration orientation in this way (Volberda et 

al., 2001; McGrath, 2001; Argyres, 1996; Fleming, 2001; Benner & Tushman, 2002; 

Bierly & Chakrabarti, 1996; Miller & Shamsie, 2001). Another approach is to 

operationalize exploration and exploitation separately, possibly also studying their 
interrelatedness. As an example, Rothaermel and Deeds (2004) found empirical 

support for a product development path beginning with exploration alliances, with 

subsequent exploitation alliances leading to products on the market, and Katila and 

Ahuja (2002) found low non-significant negative correlation between their measures 

of exploration and exploitation from patent data. The concepts can also be further 

broken down. For example, Rosenkopf and Nerkar (2001) divided exploration into 

two dimensions based on its spanning of technology boundaries and its spanning of 

organizational boundaries. In this study, the trade-off between exploration and 

exploitation is approached in the most common way, by studying and 

operationalizing the balance between the two.

2.1.4 Importance of Exploration

There is a need for proper balance between exploration and exploitation in corporate 

development. He and Wong (2004) have shown that the relative imbalance between 

exploration and exploitation is negatively related to financial performance. This 

would indicate an inverted U-shaped relationship between the relative amount of 

exploration and financial performance.

However, large companies tend to overvalue exploitation at the expense of 

exploration (March, 1991). The returns from exploitative actions are more certain, 

more proximate in time and space, and more easily measurable than those from 

exploratory activities. The loop of positive feedback causes the company to
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continually increase the amount of exploitation. The organization may develop too 

much excellence in inferior activities, and consequently exclude potentially superior 

activities. The level of exploitation has a tendency to increase, therefore decreasing 

exploration below the optimal level. Therefore, most large companied would tend to 

reside on the exploitation side of the inverted U graph, where an increase in the 

relative amount of exploration would result to an increase in financial performance.

March’s argument that organizations tend to undervalue exploration and overvalue 

exploitation has been supported by several subsequent studies. According to Benner 

and Tushman (2003), using process management tools to achieve increased 

efficiency often impedes all but incremental development. The feedback and reward 
mechanisms associated with process management tools tend to overvalue 

exploitation at the expense of exploration. Levinthal and March (1993) argue that 

repeated failures may cause the company to overvalue exploration in an effort to 

break the failure cycle, which, because of the uncertain nature of exploration, often 

leads to more failure. Conversely, success often leads to overvaluing exploitation in 

an attempt to further increase competence in the areas that have been the factors of 
success. This is worsened by the fact that the rewards from exploration are usually 

greater for the company than for the individual, and thus individuals have the 

tendency to overvalue exploitation for their personal benefit. Also, exploitation has 

quicker and more proximate feedback and self-correction mechanisms.

Excessive emphasis on exploitation at the expense of exploration causes the 

incumbent companies to become stagnant and vulnerable to the threat of new 

entrants as well as their more innovative competitors. In today’s competitive 

environment, new technologies and innovations have become more and more central 

to success. Corporations not engaged in sufficient amounts of exploratory activity are 

in danger of their know-how becoming obsolete. Concentrating too much on 

exploiting their old competences can make a company unable to respond to changes 

in their competitive environment. Lewin et al. (1999) suggest that, ceteris paribus, 

higher rates of exploration adaptation lead to higher rates of performance.
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2.1.5 Hypotheses

Based on the preceding discussion, the following hypotheses are formulated:

The future sales growth of the company is positively related to the relative 

amount of exploration in the company’s corporate development activities.
HI:

The future return on sales of the company is positively related to the relative 

amount of exploration in the company’s corporate development activities.
H2:

The future return on equity of the company is positively related to the relative 

amount of exploration in the company’s corporate development activities.
H3:

The future return on assets of the company is positively related to the relative 

amount of exploration in the company’s corporate development activities.
H4:

2.2 Automated Content Analysis Method

2.2.1 Content Analysis as a Research Method

Content analysis is an important, still-evolving research technique in the social 

sciences. It is defined as “a research technique for making replicable and valid 

inferences from data to their context” (Krippendorff, 1980: 21). Here, a datum is 

defined as “a unit of information that is recorded in a durable medium, 

distinguishable from other data, analyzable by explicit techniques, and relevant to a 

particular problem” (Krippendorff, 1980: 53). The definition of content analysis 

given above implicates that while methods in the natural sciences generally regard 

data as a collection of real-world events, in content analysis data are treated as 

symbolic phenomena from which inferences can be made about their causes, 

characteristics, or effects (Krippendorff, 1980: 7; Holsti, 1968: 604). “Data” in 

content analysis can therefore be likened to “communication” rather than “facts”.

It should be noted that the above definition of content analysis is not the only one 

used in literature. There have been, and to some extent still are, many different 

opinions on what constitutes a content analysis. Earlier definitions of content
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analysis tended to be narrower, restricting content analysis to for example frequency 

counts of words or other symbols in texts. As the field of content analysis evolved, 

the definitions also tended to evolve to be less and less restricting (Holsti, 1968: 597- 

599). Still, there are different definitions of content analysis being used even today. 

They differ from the broad definition of Krippendorff (1980: 21) mainly in limiting 

the data under study to text (Stender, 2001; Weber, 1990: 9) and limiting the 

procedures for making inferences to quantitative methods (Neuendorf, 2002: 10; 

Berger, 1991: 25). In this study, the broad definition of content analysis supported 

both by Holsti (1968) and Krippendorff (1980) is used, as neither of the 

abovementioned limitations is essential for distinguishing content analysis from other 

types of research methods, and they both cause some content analytic research 

designs to be excluded.

Content analysis has numerous applications, both in basic and applied research, and 

there are various ways in which a content analysis research can be conducted. 

Content analysis can be used as a stand-alone method or in conjunction with other 

methods. Examples of content analysis methods include subjectively assessing the 

political or social attitudes in published newspaper articles (Pollock & Yulis, 2004; 

Kenney & Simpson, 1993), photographs (Taub & Fanflik, 2000; Low & Sherrard, 

1999), or videos (DuRant et al., 1997; Sommers-Flanagan et al., 1993); measuring 

published articles’ size, placement, and other physical characteristics (Pollock & 
Yulis, 2004); counting the appearances of certain words or themes in text (Aronoff, 

1975; Kabanoff et al., 1995; Tankard, 2001); counting the appearances of minorities 

in photographs (Hogben & Waterman, 1997; Williams et al., 1995); and categorizing 

answers for open-ended questions in questionnaires (Priest et al., 2004; Russell et al., 

2000; Demi et al., 1997; Montazeri et al., 1996; Mohler & Zuell, 2001). The results 

from such content analysis measurements are used in further analysis to make 

“inferences from data to their context”, such as inferring an increase in the popularity 

of certain concepts based on an increase in the number of words used to convey them 

(Aronoff, 1975), or identifying an unknown author based on the vocabulary used in 

the text (Tankard, 2001).
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Content analysis has several characteristics that make it a useful research method for 

situations in which other methods may not be viable (Krippendorff, 1980: 29-33; 

Holsti, 1968: 603). First, content analysis is by nature an unobtrusive research 

technique. Unlike several other methods, content analysis does not in any way 

interfere with the phenomena studied. Second, content analysis can use unstructured 

data. This means that the data that are analyzed need not be prestructured for the 

purpose of the research, and the researcher is thus not constrained by the structure of 

the data. This also means that content analysis can be used retrospectively, studying 

past phenomena using records that were created for a completely different purpose 

(Riffe et al., 1998: 31). Third, content analysis can be used to analyze unobserved, or 

directly unobservable, phenomena through the data, or communication, connected 

with the phenomena. Fourth, content analysis can be applied to large volumes of 

data, as it entails standardized procedures for processing the data, which enables the 

use of several individuals or even computers in conducting the research.

As can be seen above, the data, or communication, in content analysis can be in 

various forms, such as text, pictures, video, sounds or musical notes. From these 

data, both qualitative and quantitative inferences can be made. The purpose of this 

study is to make quantitative inferences from textual data. Further discussion is 

therefore limited to issues relevant to quantitative text analysis.

2.2.2 Conceptual Foundations

Content analysis has developed a methodology of its own (Krippendorff, 1980: 10), 

although this methodology is still evolving. Some conceptual foundations of content 

analysis methodology, as well as definitions of key concepts, are presented below.

Unitizing involves defining, separating and identifying the information bearing units 

in the communication that is being analyzed (Krippendorff, 1980: 57). In content 

analysis there are three basic types of units: sampling units, recording units and 

context units (Krippendorff, 1980: 57-60). Sampling units are defined as those parts 

of communication that are regarded as independent of and unrelated to each other. 

This means that the inclusion or exclusion of any one sampling unit has no 

implications to the other sampling units. Recording units are those parts of
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communication that are characterized by placing them in a given category. 

Recording units need not necessarily be independent of other recording units within 

the same sampling unit. Context units delineate the extent of communication that 

needs to be examined to categorize a recording unit. Context units need not be 

independent of other units, and they may overlap and contain several recording units.

Units can be delineated in several ways (Krippendorff, 1980: 60-63). Physical units, 

such as books or articles, have physical boundaries. Syntactical units are natural units 

in the data, such as words. Referential units, such as “the President” or “he”, are 

defined on the basis of the subject they refer to. Propositional units phrase 

propositions in a standard structure. For example, “he drove a red car” could contain 

two propositional units, “he / drove / a car” and “The car / is / red”. Thematic units 

are defined as certain themes in the text, such as “requests to authorities”.

Adapting from Popping (2000: 17-19), a concept is defined here as a unit of 

meaning, a single idea that is relevant to the researcher’s theory, represented by a 

single word or a phrase. A concept category is defined as a group of concepts with 

similar meanings. A search entry is a word, word root or phrase that is looked for in 

a text to operationalize a concept. A dictionary connects the concept categories to the 

corresponding search entries. The concepts and dictionaries used in a research should 
usually be derived deductively from theory. However, constructing and revising 

dictionaries inductively based on texts has recently also gained acceptance, as 

inductively developed dictionaries are more likely to capture the latent meaning in 

text (Popping, 2000: 19).

Coding is the process where recording units are identified and linked to the 

corresponding concept categories. Coding can be implemented using either the 

instrumental or the representational approach (Popping, 2000: 19-20). The 

instrumental approach means interpreting the text based on the researcher’s theory, 

using for example certain words or phrases to identify certain concepts, with no 

regard to the intentions of the source. In the representational approach, the 

researcher attempts to identify the meanings intended by the source, and the text is
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analyzed in relation to its context. Data language describes the form into which the 

raw textual data are recorded in the coding process (Krippendorff, 1980: 85-87).

According to Popping (2000: 25), modem content analysis approaches can be 

classified into three groups. In ascending order of complexity, these are thematic 

content analysis, semantic content analysis, and network content analysis.

Thematic content analysis, or traditional content analysis, (Popping, 2000: 26-27, 39- 

40, 62-63) involves counting the occurrences of particular concepts in text units. 

Regardless of whether the occurrences of concepts are recorded using the 

instrumental or the representational approach, thematic content analysis is based on 

these occurrences. When thematic content analysis involves counting the occurrences 

of certain words or phrases, it is often referred to as word count analysis. The 

occurrences of concepts can be summarized to obtain and compare the frequencies of 

different concepts in texts. Differences in occurrences between certain groups of 

source texts can also be analyzed, such as the changes in the frequencies of certain 

concepts in texts written at different points in time. Co-occurrences of certain 

concepts can be used to analyze associations between concepts, although the 

thematic approach yields little information about the nature of these associations. 

Correlations can also be analyzed not only between occurrences of different 

concepts, but between these concepts and independently obtained contextual data.

In semantic content analysis (Popping, 2000: 27-30, 67-96), the relations among 

concepts are also encoded, in addition to the concepts themselves. This includes 

fitting the concepts in a clause into a semantic grammar. The semantic approach 

enables a more in-depth analysis of the role of different concepts in communication, 

and it is often used to study such subjects as psychological traits or the use of natural 

language.

Network content analysis (Popping, 2000: 30-37, 97-127) expands on the semantic 

approach by constructing networks of semantically linked concepts. The links 

between the concepts in these networks indicate associations, and these associations 

may further have properties such as directionality or intensity. Network content
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analysis can, for example, be used to investigate, what kind of value concepts - 

positive or negative - are associated with certain subjects in the media.

All three approaches presented above concentrate on quantitative content analysis. 

Qualitative content analysis also has its uses, mainly as an explorative phase in the 

research. Qualitative analysis can be used to study such things as whether concept 

categories derived from theory are appropriate with the text corpus used, and whether 

other useful concepts can be found in the texts (Popping, 2000: 149).

Semantic and network approaches reveal more accurate and detailed information 

about the text than the thematic approach, but their downside is the complexity of the 

recording. Even though computer programs are available to partially automate the 

process of semantic or network content analysis, these approaches are still very 

labor-intensive and costly (Popping, 2000: 95). Also, although recent developments 

in linguistics and content analysis fields have improved the usefulness of semantic 

and network approaches, there are still some problems with the theoretical 

foundation of these approaches (Popping, 2000: 181-182).

2.2.3 Automated Content Analysis

The proliferation of computers and increased computational power has enabled new 

methods of content analysis. In addition to using computers in recording and 

analyzing data that is coded using traditional content analysis methods, computers 

can be used to automate the process of word counting (Kabanoff et al., 1995), word 

retrieving for key word in context (KWIC) analysis (Popping, 2000: 43-44), or even 

determining the grammatical roles of words in the text (Gemer & Schrodt, 1996).

The terms “computer-assisted” and “automated” are often used interchangeably in 

the context of content analysis, although some researchers differentiate the two (e.g. 
Mohler & Zuell, 2000). In this study, computer-assisted content analysis is used to 

refer to research where the computer is used for such things as retrieving certain 

words from the text or recording and summarizing the manually inputted codes, 

while the actual content analysis processes, such as coding, are methodologically
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similar to manual content analysis. Conversely, in automated content analysis the 

analysis, including coding, is done almost entirely by the computer.

Using computers to automate the content analysis process provides several 

advantages (Krippendorff, 1980: 119-120). The most important of these is the ability 

to quickly process large volumes of data, especially in the modem times when much 

media communication is already in a computer-readable form. Also, when texts are 

analyzed with computers, the results can be obtained in a format that can be readily 

analyzed further using for example statistical analysis. Another advantage is perfect 

coding reliability. A computer does the coding perfectly according to the 

instructions, and this process is folly replicable.

The downside of using computers to automate the content analysis process is that the 

computer’s ability to identify contextual and symbolic differences in text is totally 

dependent on the explicit coding instructions programmed into the software. The 

computer cannot use intuition, so only those contextual factors are considered that 

have been programmed into the system in detail (Krippendorff, 1980: 120).

King and Lowe (2003) have shown in their study that automated event coding using 
computer software with a parser and a sufficient vocabulary is equally accurate to 

human coding. The main problem with automated event coding is the effort required 

to develop a vocabulary for the particular scenario studied. For example the 

development of the Kansas Event Data System (KEDS) Middle East dictionaries 

took a total of around 4000 hours (Gemer & Schrodt, 1996). Also, the parsing 

needed to identify different sentence constituents and their context and roles in the 

text requires a lot of processing power and may be time-consuming if the amount of 

text processed is large.

The parsing of the text is not necessary for content analysis. Rather, the words can be 

used as data themselves, and the appearances of certain words can be registered and 

quantified. Literature largely supports the view that computerized content analysis 

does not give worse results than manual content analysis, especially when using the 

thematical and instrumental approach (Popping, 2000: 57-59). Several studies
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(Rosenberg et al., 1990; Fan et al., 2001; Laver et al., 2003) have shown that using 

the content analysis method of counting and scoring words and word frequencies 

without examining the textual context can be used very accurately to reproduce 

results similar to those from the more laborious context-dependent manual or 

computer-assisted coding. This would indicate that the perfect reliability obtained by 

using the computer largely offsets the inability of computers to identify contexts in 

textual data.

There are additional practical considerations in conducting computer-assisted or 

automated content analysis. These include things such as having the text in a format 

that is readable by the computer program, such as ASCII or ANSI standard, and 

separating the different text blocks in analysis (Popping, 2000: 52). Since these 

considerations are specific to the computer system, software, content analysis 

method, and source texts used, they are not further discussed here.

2.2.4 Content Analysis in Strategic Management Research

Traditionally content analysis has been used mainly in fields such as sociology, 
psychology, journalism and linguistics (Amoroso & Eriksson, 2000). Its use in 

strategic management research has been relatively uncommon. However, the amount 

of available information is continually increasing, and much of this information is in 

unstructured form. This unstructured information contains lots of valuable, unused 

business data (Cody et al., 2002). The ability of content analysis to analyze this 

unstructured data makes it an attractive method for strategy research as well. 

Consequently, content analysis approaches have recently been applied increasingly 

in strategic management research.

In line with the traditional use of content analysis in psychology, sociology and other 

behavioral sciences, the most common use of content analysis in strategic 

management research has been to analyze the beliefs, attitudes and intentions ot 

managers. D’Aveni and MacMillan (1990), using manual content analysis, identified 

the occurrences of certain themes in both failing and successful companies’ letters to 
shareholders in their annual reports to determine the attentional patterns of their 

senior managers. Similar approaches using manual coding of annual reports, often
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specifically letters to shareholders, to infer managerial attitudes and beliefs have 

been used in several other studies (Greening & Gray, 1994; Salancik & Meindl, 

1984; Staw et ah, 1983; Bettman & Weitz, 1983; Bowman, 1976; Bowman, 1978; 

Lentz & Tschirgi, 1963).

Other kinds of manual content analysis research designs have also been used in 

strategic management research. Miller and Chen (1994) used content analysis of the 

Aviation Daily journal to identify, classify and assess different competitive moves in 

the airline industry in their study of competitive inertia. Later, Chen and Hambrick 

(1995) used the same data to compare the competitive actions taken by large and 

small firms. In their longitudinal study, Kotabe and Swan (1995) used content 

analysis to identify and classify new product introductions announced in the Wall 

Street Journal over a five-year period. Volberda et al. (2001) used content analysis of 

annual reports and articles in the Financial Times to identify corporate renewal 

actions and classify them into internal or external actions and exploration or 

exploitation actions.

The use of automated content analysis in strategy research has been virtually non

existent until very recently. In her review of content analysis methods in strategy 

research, Morris (1994) wrote: “Computerized content analysis ... has not been 

observed in the strategic management literature to date." She then replicated the 
manual analyses of several studies (Cochran & David, 1986; Pearce & David, 1987; 

D’Aveni & MacMillan, 1990) using automated word count analysis of corporate 

mission statements with an inductively developed dictionary, with moderately good 

results. Lately, increasingly more studies have used automated content analysis. For 

example, Kabanoff et al. (1995) and Kabanoff and Holt (1996) analyzed annual 

reports, company newsletters, and other company publications using automated word 

count analysis to identify companies’ organizational values, and Osborne et al. 

(2001) used automated content analysis of letters to shareholders to separate 

companies into cognitive strategic groups, with a dictionary that was developed 

inductively using common factor analysis of the most frequent words in the texts. 

Abrahamson and Park (1994) measured the disclosure of negative organizational 

outcomes using computer-assisted, as opposed to automated, word count analysis,
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where the relevance of each occurrence of words identified by a computer program 

was manually verified.

3 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

3.1 Sample

The sample for the research is taken from the Fortune Global 500 list of year 2000. 

The Global 500 list consists of the world’s 500 largest corporations, ranked by 

revenue. The sample is further limited to companies engaged in manufacturing. For 

example banks, insurance companies and trading companies are excluded from the 

sample. The complete list of industries included in the study is presented in 

Appendix 2. The final sample comprises 199 companies.

3.2 Measures

3.2.1 Dependent Variable

The financial performance of the corporation is treated as the dependent variable. 

Financial performance can be operationalized using different financial 

measurements. Common measurements of financial performance include sales 

growth, return on sales, return on equity and return on assets (Qian & Li, 2003). The 
superiority of using multiple measures of performance instead of relying only on a 

single measure is well-established (Geringer et al., 2000). In this study, performance 

is quantified using four different measures. Regression for each of these measures is 

studied separately. The measures of corporate performance used are sales growth, 

return on assets, return on equity, and return on sales. All these measures are 

calculated as an average for the following three years after the corporate 

development activities studied. Therefore, the study concentrates on the effects of 

exploration and exploitation in corporate development activities in a three-year time 

horizon, which is a widely used time span in assessing the effects of strategic 

activities (Qian & Li, 2003; Khanna & Poulsen, 1995). The financials for the 

company are collected from the Fortune Global 500 lists of years 2000-2003, 

covering years 1999-2002. If a company’s data for some year are not found on the
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Global 500 list, these data are collected from the company’s SEC filings or annual 

reports.

3.2.2 Independent Variable

The independent variable in the regression model is the relative amount of 

exploration versus exploitation orientation in the company’s corporate development 

activities, measured in the year 1999. This is operationalized using an automated 

content analysis method that is developed based on the discussion on content 

analysis in chapter 2.2.

A thematic and instrumental research design seems to be the most appropriate for the 

purposes of this study. The theoretical complexities and the required effort when 

trying to automate semantic or network analyses or reliably observe the underlying 

meanings intended by the source do not seem worthwhile, especially when there is a 

high possibility that the end result is not any better than with a thematic and 

instrumental approach. Also, based on recent research (Rosenberg et ah, 1990; Fan 

et al., 2001; Laver et al., 2003), a simple word count analysis can be applied instead 

of a more complex context-sensitive method. A further advantage of recording only 

word counts is that it easily provides for an unambiguous data language, which is 

especially important in automated content analysis (Krippendorff, 1980: 85-86).

The concept categories used in this study are “exploration” and “exploitation”. The 

concepts and corresponding search entries for these categories can be either be 

derived from theory or developed inductively. As the original definitions of 

exploration and exploitation by March (1991) are in the form of lists of concepts, 

these concepts can be directly used as the content analytic concepts used to represent 

the two concept categories. The search entries are created from the concept words 

using stemming (Krippendorff, 1980: 125), which means reducing the words to their 

root form. The resulting search entries are presented in Appendix 1.

Textual data for the content analysis are collected in the form of published news 

articles and newswires from the Lexis-Nexis online news database for the year 1999. 

The sources are limited to the company news category, and only those documents are
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collected that include in the same sentence the name of a company belonging to the 

sample and a concept associated with corporate development as defined in chapter 

1.6. The search entries for corporate development concepts are also presented in 

Appendix 1. Many articles in Lexis-Nexis are business reports and news 

compilations covering several business events and involving several companies. 

These are excluded from the analysis by limiting the sample to those articles with a 

of a company belonging to the sample in their headline. Such a limitation of 

source articles based on headline appearances is similar to that used by Chen and 
Meindl (1991: 531), albeit in a different context. This process of data collection 

results in a total amount of 40193 news documents, containing a total of 127 

megabytes of textual data.

name

The purpose of the thematic approach used here is to calculate the extent of 

exploration and exploitation in association with each company. As the context and 

latent meanings of the words are not examined, this association is measured to occur 

when the word appears in the same news article with the name of the company. 

Therefore, the numbers of co-occurrences of both exploration concepts and 

exploitation concepts, measured using the search entries in Appendix 1, in the same 

article with the name of the company are calculated for each company in the sample. 

The news material collected from Lexis-Nexis is analyzed in this way using a simple 

computer program specifically designed for this purpose. Case folding (Popping, 

2000: 50) is used, which means that no difference is made between upper and lower 

letters. The exception to this is some company names, such as Sharp, for which 

the case of the letters is important to avoid false positives. The independent variable 

of exploration versus exploitation orientation in corporate development activities is 

calculated for each company by dividing the number of exploration words with the 

sum of exploration and exploitation words found.

case

3.2.3 Control Variables

Control variables used include company size, past performance, industry and 

geographical region. Company size is measured as a logarithm of the company’s 

number of employees in 1999, which is a common company size operationalization
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(Powell & Dent-Micallef, 1997; Welboume & Cyr, 1999). Past performance is 

measured using the measure used for the dependent performance variable, calculated 

for the year 1999. For example, if the dependent variable studied is return on sales, 

past performance is measured as the company’s return on sales in 1999.

Industry and geographical region are coded as dummy variables. Industry dummy is 

coded as 1 if the company operates in an information and communication technology 

(ICT) industry. Industries regarded as ICT industries are Computer services and 

software; Computers, Office equipment; Electronics, Electrical equipment; Network 

communications; and Telecommunications. Geographical regions are divided to 

Europe, Asia and the Americas. With Australia included in Asia, all the companies in 

the sample reside in one of these three regions. Europe is regarded as the baseline 

category. Companies residing in Asia have their Asia dummy set to 1, and companies 

in the Americas have their Americas dummy as 1.

3.3 Regression Model

The data are analyzed using Stata 8.2 statistical computer software. The final model 

for the impact of exploratory activity on company performance is complex, but the 

principles used in constructing the model are presented here. Details on the 

regression model are presented in Appendix 3.

The model is constructed starting from a basic linear regression model. The basic 

linear model is modified with three corrections. First, larger companies have larger 

values in their financial data, for example sales figures. Therefore, for them a relative 

variation of the same magnitude would be larger in absolute terms than for smaller 

companies. Basic linear model does not take this heteroscedasticity into account, and 

it may result in faulty standard errors. In the model used in this study, this problem is 

managed using heteroscedasticity correction (White, 1980). Second, coincidental 

occurrences in the business environment sometimes cause the variables studied to 

have outlier values that are not typical for the population. The possibility of this 

causing distortion in the results is negated using Winsorization (Tukey, 1962). The 
scales for the variables are truncated so that values in the bottom and top five percent 

of a variable are made higher or lower so that they fit the central 90 percent. Third,
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Companies have ceased to exist after 1999 or have not submitted their data for 

years because of bankruptcy, liquidation, or being acquired by another 

company. For these companies, all data is not available and they cannot be included 

as such. However, excluding them could bias the results, as the falling off the list 

may not be random but a function of company performance and possibly other 

control variables, such as region and industry. Therefore, the model is also tested 

while taking these companies into account using a Heckman selection model 

(Heckman, 1976).

some

some

3.4 Results

Summary of the variables is shown in Table 2, and the correlations between the 

variables are shown in Table 3. The correlations show no severe multicollinearity 

between the independent variables.

Summary of the variables used in regressionTable 2

Std. Dev. Min MaxObservations Mean

0.89 1.28
-0.07 0.14
-0.43 0.41
-0.08 0.18

0.89 1.69
-0.02 0.17
-0.15 0.50
-0.04 0.21
9.73 12.58
9.28 11.29
0.00 1.00
0.00 1.00
0.00 1.00
0.00 1.00

-0.24 0.19

0.10179* 1.041 Sales growth (2000-2002 average)
2 ROA (2000-2002 average)
3 ROE (2000-2002 average)
4 ROS (2000-2002 average)

5 Sales growth 1999
6 ROA 1999
7 ROE 1999
8 ROS 1999
9 Log of the number of employees 1999
10 Log of sales 1999
11 Industry is ICT dummy
12 Region is Asia dummy
13 Region is Americas dummy
14 Region is Europe dummy
15 Relative Amount of Exploration

0.050.03179
0.190.07179
0.06179 0.04
0.20199 1.15
0.050.05199
0.160.14199
0.060.06199
0.76199 11.15
0.579.97199
0.450.29199
0.440.26199

0.42 0.49199
0.470.32199
0.12198** 0.00

All variables are Winsorized except for dummy variables
* 20 of the 199 companies had ceased to exist or not submitted data at some point after 1999 
** No articles discussing Snow Brand Milk Products Co. were found from Lexis-Nexis
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Correlations between the variables usedTable 3

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 141
1 Sales growth (2000-2002 average)

2 ROA (2000-2002 average)

3 ROE (2000-2002 average)

4 ROS (2000-2002 average)

5 Sales growth 1999

6 ROA 1999

7 ROE 1999

8 ROS 1999

.30

.25 .75

.26 .94 .70

.34 -.01 -.03 -.04

.09 .65 .49 .64 -.07 

.01 .52 .47 .49 -.07 .86 

.11 .55 .40 .62-.02 .92 .79

9 Log of the number of employees 1999 -.25 -.12 -.04 -.15 -.17 -.08 .02 -.09

-.06 .00-.01 -.04 .06-.05-.01-.08 .69 

-.08 -.18-.18-.18 .18 .09 .04 .12 .27 .19 

-.11 -.21 -.21 -.18 .20-.36-.38-.33-.18-.01 .08 

.07 .26 .21 .26-.06 .40 .39 .31 -.02 -.05 .02 -.50 

.03-.07-.02-.09-.13-.07-.05-.02 .19 .06 -.09 -.43 -.57 

.07 .29 .20 .32 .00 .42 .36 .41 .19 .11 .37-.26 .21 .03

10 Log of sales 1999
11 Industry is ICT dummy

12 Region is Asia dummy

13 Region is Americas dummy

14 Region is Europe dummy

15 Relative amount of exploration

The results from the regression analysis are presented in tables 4-7. All models use 

Winsorization and heteroscedasticity correction. Model 1 is the OLS regression with 

only the control variables. Model 2 is the OLS regression with the independent 

exploration variable. Model 3, the Heckman selection model, includes the 

substantive equation for testing the hypotheses, and a selection equation for 

correcting for the selection bias. As can be seen from the tables both models 2 and 3 

clearly support all hypotheses 2—4. Support for hypothesis 1 is weaker, but 

statistically significant at the 0.1 level using the Heckman selection model.
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Regression of sales growthTable 4

Model 3
Heckman selection modelModel 2Model 1

Sales growth
OLS Substantive Selection 

equation equation
OLS

-.025 ** .674 **

(.008) (.259)

-.027 ** 

(.009)

-.024 ** 

(.009)

Log of the number of employees 2-TAIL 
1999 a

.172 *** -.561

(.042) (.651)

***.177 *** .175Sales growth 1999 a 2-TAIL

(.042)(.042)

147-.025-.024-.0162-TAILIndustry is ICT
(.354)(.017)(.018)(-015)

.978 * 

(.460)

-.040 * 

(.017)

-.044 * 

(.017)

-.052 ** 

(.017)

2-TAILRegion is Asia

193-.007-.006-.0042-TAILRegion is Americas
(.304)(.017)(-017)(.017)

3.190 **.099 + 

(.065)

.0841-TAILRelative Exploration
(1.235)(.066)

-.334Log of sales 1999 a 2-TAIL
(.334)

1.136 *** -2.164 

(.117) (2.185)

****** 1.166

(.126)

2-TAIL 1.132 

(.128)
Constant

198198178179Observations

.21.20R-squared

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

+ p < 0.1 level; * p < 0.05 level; ** p < 0.01 level; p < 0.001 level; a Winsorized fraction .05***
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Regression of return on salesTable 5

Model 3
Heckman selection model

Model 2Model 1
Return on sales

OLSOLS Substantive Selection 
equation equation

.654 ** 

(.244)

.000-.001.001Log of the number of employees 2-TAIL 
1999 a (.004)(.004)(.004)

***Return on sales 1999a *** .561.634 *** 

(.083)

.5612-TAIL
(.088)(.090)

*** -.084-.047***-.037 *** 

(.009)

-.0462-TAILIndustry is ICT
(.398)(.010)(.010)

.894 * 

(.438)

.021 * 

(.009)

.019 * 

(.009)

.0142-TAILRegion is Asia
(.009)

-.219.013.013.0142-TAILRegion is Americas
(.309)(.010)(.010) (.010)

.122 *** 2.996 ** 

(.035) (1.190)

***Relative Explorationa .1151-TAIL

(.034)

-.6022-TAILSales growth 1999
(.650)

-.3212-TAILLog of sales 1999
(.321)

.007 -2.015

(.052) (2.346)

.0232-TAIL -.012 

(.052)
Constant

(.050)

198198178179Observations

.50.47R-squared

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

+ p < 0.1 level; * p < 0.05 level; ** p < 0.01 level; p < 0.001 level; a Winsorized fraction .05***
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Regression of return on equityTable 6

Model 3
Heckman selection model

Model 2Model 1
Return on equity

OLS OLS Substantive Selection 
equation equation

.654 ** 

(-242)

.005.000.006Log of the number of employees 2-TAIL 
1999 a (.017)(.017)(.018)

***a .543***.608 *** 

(ЛИ)

.540Return on equity 1999 2-TAIL
(.119)(-121)

-.107 ** 

(.036)

101-.104 ** 

(.036)

-.083 * 

(.034)

2-TAILIndustry is ICT
(.364)

.927 * 

(-438)

.015.008-.0052-TAILRegion is Asia
(.035)(.035)(.035)

-.216.010.013.0122-TAILRegion is Americas
(.310)(.035)(.035)(.036)

3.019 **

(1.201)

.246 ** 

(.091)

Relative Explorationa .220 ** 

(.092)

1-TAIL

-.680Sales growth 1999a 2-TAIL
(-647)

-.2992-TAILLog of sales 1999
(.300)

-2.149

(2.253)

-.045.0222-TAIL -.061 

(-201)

Constant
(.190)(.194)

198198179 178Observations

.27.27R-squared

Robust standard errors in parentheses

+ p<0.1 level; *p<0.05 level; **p<0.01 level; *** p<0.001 level; a Winsorized fraction .05
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Regression of return on assetsTable 7

Model 3
Heckman selection modelModel 2Model 1

Return on assets
OLSOLS Substantive Selection 

equation equation

.651 ** 

(-243)

.001.000.002Log of the number of employees 2-TAIL 
1999 a (.004)(.004)(.004)

***.637 *** .638.704 *** 

(.088)

Return on assets 1999 2-TAIL
(.095)(.097)

-.036 *** -.076

(.008) (.396)
-.036 ***-.030 *** 

(.008)

2-TAILIndustry is ICT
(.008)

.911 * 

(.434)

.014 + 

(.007)

.012 + 

(.007)

.0092-TAILRegion is Asia
(.007)

-.209.003.003.0032-TAILRegion is Americas
(.307)(.008)(.009)(.009)

.079 ** 2.996 **

(.028) (1.186)

.074 ** 

(.027)

1-TAILRelative Exploration

-.6882-TAILSales growth 1999
(.674)

-.335Log of sales 1999 a 2-TAIL

(-321)

-1.757

(2.483)

-.004.0082-TAIL -.019 

(.047)
Constant

(.044)(.045)

198198178179Observations

.50.49R-squared

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

+ p < 0.1 level; * p < 0.05 level; ** p < 0.01 level; p < 0.001 level; a Winsorized fraction .05***
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Some Asian conglomerates, such as Sumitomo and Mitsubishi, had several of their 

subsidiaries in the Global 500 list. In the automated content analysis, only the words 

referring explicitly to a subsidiary were included in its search entries. For example, 

the words “Mitsubishi Motors” were counted as Mitsubishi Motors, but the word 

“Mitsubishi” alone was not. However, the regression was also tested with including 

the data from the conglomerates in the data of its subsidiaries, with qualitatively 

similar results.

The theory suggests that there is an optimal amount of relative exploratory activity. 

Therefore, with large enough values of the independent exploration variable, 

increasing the relative amount of exploration could decrease the performance of the 

company. Thus, the relationship between the relative amount of exploration and 

company performance could be curvilinear. To test the robustness of the linear model 

used in this study, the regression was also tested with including the square of the 

independent exploration variable in the models. The results from this regression 

analysis are shown in tables 8-11. As before, all models use Winsorization and 

heteroscedasticity correction. Model 1 is the OLS regression with only the control 

variables, model 2 is the OLS regression with the independent exploration variable, 

and model 3 is the Heckman selection model. As can be seen from the tables, the 

results do not support a curvilinear relationship. The non-existence of a significant 

curvilinear relationship in the sample supports the view that most, if not all, 

companies studied are below the optimum in their exploration orientation.
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Regression of sales growth with a squared exploration variableTable 8

Model 3
Heckman selection model

Model 2Model 1
Sales growth

OLSOLS Substantive Selection 
equation equation

-.025 ** .697 **

(.009) (.255)

-.024 ** 

(.009)

-.028 ** 

(.010)

Log of the number of employees 2-TAIL 
1999 a

.172 *** -.567

(.042) (.645)
Sales growth 1999a ****** .175.1772-TAIL

(.042)(.042)

164-.025-.016 -.0242-TAILIndustry is ICT
(.357)(.017)(-017)(.015)

.897 * 

(.444)

-.041 * 

(-017)

-.043 * 

(-017)

-.052 ** 

(.017)

2-TAILRegion is Asia

166-.007-.006-.0042-TAILRegion is Americas
(.301)(.017)(.017)(.017)

3.843 ** 

(1.384)

.096 + 

(.065)

.083Relative Exploration 1-TAIL

(.067)

2-TAIL(Relative Explorationa)2 10.389

(9.710)

-.040

(.414)

-.077

(.424)

-.317

(.342)
Log of sales 1999 a 2-TAIL

1.145 *** -2.697

(.124) (2.307)

1.172 *** 

(.135)

2-TAIL 1.132 

(.128)
Constant

198198178179Observations

.21.20R-squared

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

+ p < 0.1 level; * p < 0.05 level; ** p < 0.01 level; p < 0.001 level; a Winsorized fraction .05***
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Regression of return on sales with a squared exploration variableTable 9

Model 3
Heckman selection model

Model 2Model 1
Return on sales

OLS Substantive Selection 
equation equation

OLS

.674 ** 

(.242)

.000-.001.001Log of the number of employees 2-TAIL 
1999 a (.005)(.004)(.004)

***.559 *** 

(.090)

.559.634 *** 

(.083)

Return on sales 1999 2-TAIL
(.088)

*** 115. 046 *** 
(.010)

-.046-.037 *** 

(.009)

2-TAILIndustry is ICT
(.383)(.010)

.834 * 

(.421)

.019 * 

(.009)

.018 * 

(.009)

.0142-TAILRegion is Asia
(.009)

186.013.014 .0142-TAILRegion is Americas
(.306)(.010)(.010) (.010)

3.666 ** 

(1.384)

.122***.1181-TAILRelative Exploration
(.036)(.036)

2-TAIL(Relative Exploration3)2 10.452.190.176

(10.199)(.181)(.182)

-.599Sales growth 19993 2-TAIL

(.646)

-.289Log of sales 1999 a 2-TAIL
(.345)

-2.677

(2.577)

.0022-TAIL -.012 

(.052)

.014Constant
(.055)(.052)

198198178179Observations

.50.47R-squared

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

+ p < 0.1 level; * p < 0.05 level; ** p < 0.01 level; p < 0.001 level; a Winsorized fraction .05***
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Regression of return on equity with a squared exploration variableTable 10

Model 3
Heckman selection model

Model 2Model 1
Return on equity

OLSOLS Substantive Selection 
equation equation

.677 ** 

(.238)

.008.006 .003Log of the number of employees 2-TAIL 
1999 a (.018)(.018)(.018)

***.548 *** 

(.121)

.550***Return on equity 1999 .6082-TAIL
(-119)(ЛИ)

121-.104 ** 

(.036)

-.102 ** 

(.036)

-.083 * 

(-034)

2-TAILIndustry is ICT
(.361)

.860 * 

(.428)

.008.004-.0052-TAILRegion is Asia
(.035)(.036)(.035)

.012 185.013.0122-TAILRegion is Americas
(.308)(.035)(.035)(.036)

3.678 ** 

(1.368)

.249 ** 

(.089)

a .227 ** 

(.092)

1-TAILRelative Exploration

2-TAIL(Relative Exploration3)2 10.326

(9.994)

.809.735

(.713)(.722)

-.661Sales growth 1999 a 2-TAIL

(.651)

-.280Log of sales 1999 a 2-TAIL

(.310)

-2.719

(2.412)

-.081-.0232-TAIL -.061 

(.201)

Constant
(.205)(.208)

198198178179Observations

.28.27R-squared

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

+ p < 0.1 level; * p < 0.05 level; ** p < 0.01 level; p < 0.001 level; 3 Winsorized fraction .05***
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Regression of return on assets with a squared exploration variableTable 11

Model 3
Heckman selection model

Model 2Model 1
Return on assets

OLSOLS Substantive Selection 
equation equation

.673 ** 

(.239)

.001.002 .000Log of the number of employees 2-TAIL
1999 a

(.004)(.004)(.004)

.638 *** 

(.095)

.704 *** 

(.088)

.637 *** 

(.097)

2-TAILReturn on assets 1999

-.036 *** -.107

(.008) (.385)

-.036 *** 

(.008)

***-.0302-TAILIndustry is ICT

(.008)

.847 * 

(.423)
.013 + 

(.007)

.012.0092-TAILRegion is Asia
(.007)(.007)

180.003.003 .0032-TAILRegion is Americas
(.306)(.008)(.009) (.009)

.079 ** 3.666 **

(.028) (1.374)

Relative Exploration3 .075 ** 

(.028)

1-TAIL

(Relative Exploration3)2 10.290

(10.192)

.076.0642-TAIL

(.153) (.151)

-.6572-TAILSales growth 1999
(.673)

-.303a 2-TAILLog of sales 1999
(.340)

-2.460

(2.746)
-.0052-TAIL -.019 

(.047)

.004Constant
(.047)(.048)

198198178179Observations

.49 .50R-squared

Robust standard errors in parentheses

+ p < 0.1 level; * p < 0.05 level; ** p < 0.01 level; *** p < 0.001 level; 3 Winsorized fraction .05
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3.5 Reliability and Validity

3.5.1 Reliability

The reliability of the method used is very good. As the coding in content analysis is 

done by a computer program, given the same coding instructions and data, the same 

results are achieved. The results regarding the regression model are robust and 

reliable. The methods used in constructing the model are widely recognized, and 

contain no major sources for error. The financial data were taken directly from the 

Fortune Global 500 list, SEC filings and annual reports, which can be considered 

reliable sources. Barring human error in inputting the data to the computer, the 

empirical method can be easily replicated with the same results, and can be therefore 

considered reliable.

3.5.2 Validity

The sample used might result to a selection bias, as those companies that fail are not 

adequately included in the sample of survivors. This may cause risky practices, such 

as exploration, falsely seem to be positively related to performance in the final 

sample of survivors (Denrell, 2003). In this study the effects of the selection bias 

have been taken into account by using the Heckman selection model, which gave 

qualitatively similar results to the standard model.

Even though the automated content analysis method used is reliable in counting the 

exploration and exploitation words associated with each company, the validity of this 

measure as an operationalization for exploration orientation needs to be established. 

Automatic word count methods, such as the one used in this study, tend to achieve 

very high reliability at the cost of obscure validity (Krippendorff, 1980: 130). 

Different kinds of validity that are relevant to this method are addressed below.

In this study, the content analytic sampling unit was the article. The analysis was 

initially tested using the paragraph as a sampling unit. This gave quantitatively 

similar regression results, which supports the validity of the choice of article as the 

sampling unit. However, because of differences in the fonnatting styles of different 

news documents in Lexis-Nexis, the paragraphs could not in all cases be
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unambiguously differentiated from each other. To not compromise reliability and 

reproducibility, the article was chosen as the sampling unit.

In content analysis, sampling validity concerns not only sampling done by the 

researcher but also sampling done by the source (Krippendorff, 1980: 162-164). The 

raw textual data were collected from company news articles in Lexis-Nexis. Even 

though the sample was a census of all articles in the Lexis-Nexis company news 

category in 1999, selection occurs both in what the companies choose to 

communicate to the public and what the news agencies represented by Lexis-Nexis 

choose to report. Even though such self-sampling means that what is reported in the 

sample articles does not totally reflect what the companies actually do, there does not 

seem to be an obvious bias that would distort the results of this analysis.

The construct validity of the method can be established only partially. Counting word 

frequencies to measure abstract concepts has been established as a valid method 

(Laver et ah, 2003; Goldman et ah, 1999; Kabanoff et ah, 1995; Porac et ah, 1999: 

123-125), but the validity of the dictionary used in this study to identify exploration 

and exploitation is unclear. Even though the dictionary is taken directly from the 

original definitions of exploration and exploitation by March (1991) and can be 

therefore considered valid as a representation of the concepts, the ability of the words 

to identify actual cases of exploration and exploitation in corporate development has 

not been proven. The validity of the word list is further addressed later in this chapter 

with the discussion on semantical validity.

The concurrent, or correlational, validity of the method was tested using another 

operationalization of exploration that is based on a previously used method, namely 

manual classification of actions. The procedure of manual classification of company 

actions has been used before to obtain a measure for exploration (Volberda et al., 

2001), as well as for other abstract concepts such as innovation (Kotabe & Swan, 

1995) and competitive inertia (Miller & Chen, 1994). The procedure used here is 

similar to that used by Volberda et al. (2001), although the details of the 

classification process are somewhat different. Manual classification was done for a
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subsample of the same corporate development articles that were analyzed using the 

automated analysis program.

For the manual classification, a sample of 14 companies was randomly selected. For 

each of these companies, 100 random articles mentioning the company in the 

article’s headline were analyzed. Some companies in the sample had less than 100 

headline appearances. For these companies, all the articles were analyzed. Those 

articles were omitted in which the company was not an active participant in the 

action reported.

The articles were classified based on whether they reported exploration actions, 

exploitation actions, or neither, or were not relevant to corporate development, and 

whether they were duplicate articles, reporting an action already reported by a 

previous article. The details of the manual coding process, as well as the coding 

protocol used to guide the coders, are presented in Appendix 4. The coding protocol 

is loosely based on the protocol presented by Riffe et al. (1998: 109-120), and the 

definitions for exploration and exploitation used in the protocol are based on the 

discussion in chapters 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.

Two coders were used. An assistant coded the reliability sub-sample, consisting of 

367 articles, which was used to estimate the inter-rater reliability of the manual 

classification method. After removing duplicate articles and those that one or both of 

the coders rated as neither or irrelevant, the remaining 55 corporate development 

actions rated by both coders were aggregated into two categories, exploration and 

exploitation. Percentage agreement between the two coders was 91 % and Cohen’s 

kappa, a common inter-rater reliability index that discounts for chance agreement 

(Cohen, 1960), was 0.68, which is acceptable “for drawing highly tentative and 

cautious conclusions” (Krippendorff, 1980: 147). This indicates that the coding 

process was moderately reliable, especially considering the inherent vagueness of the 

concepts.

The researcher coded all 1055 articles in the sample, of which 59 % were found to be 

relevant to corporate development. After removing duplicate articles, the final
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sample comprised a total of 328 separate corporate development actions coded. 

These codes were used to establish the operationalization for exploration. The 

relative amount of exploration was calculated for each company by dividing the 

number of exploration actions with the sum of exploration and exploitation actions 

the company was engaged in. This operationalization is similar to that used by 

Volberda et al. (2001).

With 14 companies in the sample, the correlation between this manual classification 

measure and the automated analysis measure was 0.52. The high correlation between 

the two measures establishes the concurrent, or correlational, validity of the method, 

although only to the extent that the manual classification that was conducted is a 

valid measurement of exploration orientation. The low number of total actions coded, 

along with only moderate agreement indices, makes the validity of the manual 

classification measurement somewhat questionable. However, the observed high 

correlation with an established operationalization technique supports in part the 

validity of the automated content analysis method.

The manual division of articles into exploration and exploitation was also used to 

investigate the semantical validity of the automated content analysis method 

(Krippendorff, 1980: 159-162). Lists of word frequencies were created separately 

from the manually classified exploration articles and exploitation articles using 

Intext, a computer program for content analysis. The words used to measure 

exploration in this study were found with a frequency of 4.5 per 1000 words in 

articles describing exploration actions and a frequency of 1.5 per 1000 words in 

articles describing exploitation actions. Conversely, exploitation words were found 

with frequencies of 3.0 per 1000 words in exploitation articles and 1.6 per 1000 

words in exploration articles. It can therefore be concluded that the dictionary used 

to statistically differentiate exploration and exploitation, but single search 

entries found in the text do not explicitly signify either.
seems

Details on the frequencies of single exploration and exploitation word roots in the 

two categories of articles can be found in Table 12. As can be seen from the table, 

different search entries vary considerably in their validity in differentiating between
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EXPLOIT*
REFINE*
CHOICE*
PRODUCTION*
EFFICIEN*
SELECT*
IMPLEMENT*
EXECUT*

154454All exploration words

47EXPLOR*
SEARCH*
VARIATION*
RISK*
EXPERIMENT*
PLAY*
FLEXIB*
DISCOVER*
INNOVAT*

6
0

64
17
12
0

233
76

303163All exploitation words

It should be noted that the above investigation of semantical validity is largely based 

on the manual classification of articles that was conducted to test concurrent validity, 

so the same caveats apply. The small sample and average reliability of the 

classification process mean that the findings presented above are only tentative.

The robustness and validity of the automated content analysis method were also 

tested using two different modifications to the method. An inductively developed 

dictionary was used to measure exploration and exploitation in stead of the
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exploration and exploitation. By looking at the articles in the source data it can also 

be easily seen that the dictionary is not an exhaustive collection of search entries to 

identify exploration and exploitation.

Frequencies of word roots in articlesTable 12

Occurrences /100k words Occurrences /100k words
in exploration actions in exploitation actionsWord Root
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dictionary derived from March’s (1991) definitions, and in another modification a 

different source of news articles was used as textual data. Both of these approaches 

gave qualitatively similar results to the original one used in chapter 3.2.2, which 

further validates the results. The alternative approaches are further discussed in 

chapter 3.6, where the automated content analysis method used to measure 

exploration and exploitation is further investigated and elaborated.

3.6 Elaborations of the Content Analysis Method

3.6.1 KWIC Analysis

As seen in chapter 3.5.2, not all words in the word list presented in Appendix 1 are 

equal in their ability to correctly identify exploration and exploitation. In the news 

articles of the text corpus, the words were used in a variety of ways, only some of 

which were even remotely relevant to exploration or exploitation. For example, the 

word “play*” was mainly used in such expressions as “plays a role in” or “a player in 

the market”, or technologies such as “Media Player” or “PlayStation”. Only rarely 

was it used in a context that was relevant to exploration. Conversely, the word 

“innovât*” was mainly used in contexts that had at least some relevance to 

exploration, such as “innovative new product” or “innovator in imaging technology”.

A key word in context (KWIC) analysis (Krippendorff, 1980: 122) was conducted to 

further evaluate the relevance of different words and their usefulness in measuring 

exploration and exploitation in the text corpus under study. All occurrences of the 

exploration and exploitation words presented in Appendix 1 were recorded using a 

computer program, along with their textual context, which in this case consisted of 

the 100 surrounding characters. For each word, 100 occurrences were selected at 

random. From this random sample, the number of those words was recorded that, 

based on their context, had any relevance to the concept of exploration or 

exploitation that they were supposed to define. A very lenient rating process was 

used, with only those words excluded that clearly had nothing to do with the 

concepts of exploration and exploitation discussed in chapter 2.1. The results from 

the KWIC analysis are presented in Table 13, for both exploration and exploitation 

words in descending order of relevance.
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KWIC analysis results, percentage of relevant usage of wordsTable 13

Word root Relevance
91 % 
80%

innovât*
experiment*
discover*
search*
explor*
flexib*
variation*
risk*
play*

Exploration words

50%
29%
26%
21 %
12%
12%
5%

efficien*
exploit*
implement*
production*
select*
choice*
execut*
refine*

86%Exploitation words
77%
75%
68%
40%
13 %
7%
6%

As can be seen from Table 13, the words vary greatly in their relevance. Some words 

are pretty accurate in identifying instances of exploration or exploitation, while 

others seem to mainly add noise to the results. When comparing tables 12 and 13, 

one can see that the more relevant words according to the KWIC analysis tend to be 

more likely to also differentiate correctly between exploration and exploitation.

3.6.2 Inductive Dictionary Generation

As seen above, in the dictionary developed deductively from theory, search entries 

vary considerably in their usefulness. Relevant characteristics of the text to the 

concepts under study cannot often be predicted beforehand. Therefore, an alternative 

to the deductive development of the dictionary, inductive construction and revision 

of the dictionary based on texts, has recently gained acceptance (Popping, 2000: 18-

19).
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To explore the method of inductive dictionary development, a new dictionary was 

developed based on the articles that were manually coded as either exploration, 

exploitation, or neither, as reported in chapter 3.5.2. Word lists from exploration 

articles, exploitation articles, and irrelevant articles were created separately using the 

Intext content analysis software. The words in the new dictionary for both 

exploration and exploitation were selected from these word lists based both on their 

degree of exclusivity to the concept they were to measure and on their general 

frequency. Due to the relatively small sample size, some words specific to the 
articles in the sample were overrepresented in either exploration or exploitation word 

lists. Thus, the words that refer to a particular company, place, industry or 

technology, such as “Sony”, “Pennsylvania”, “pharmaceuticals” or “fuel”, were 

removed from the word lists. The inductively developed dictionary is presented in 

Table 14, and the exact procedure used in constructing the dictionary is presented in 

Appendix 5.

Inductively developed dictionaryTable 14

research
discovery
collaboration
novel
development
fund

Exploration

stake
customer
distribution
acquisition
services
brand
solution
manager
merger
facility
key

Exploitation
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The automated content analysis of the text documents collected from Lexis-Nexis 

tested using the dictionary presented in Table 14. The procedure was similar to 

that used in chapter 3.2.2, except that the words in Table 14 were used to identify 

exploration and exploitation. The correlation between the measurement obtained 

with the inductively developed dictionary and the original measurement using the 

dictionary derived from March (1991) was 0.32 with a sample of 197 companies. 

The regression analysis using the independent exploration variable measured using 

the inductively developed dictionary gave results qualitatively similar to those 

reported in chapter 3.4. This further validates automated word count analysis as a 

method for measuring exploration and exploitation, and indicates that both inductive 

and theory-based dictionary development can be used in constructing dictionaries for 

strategic research.

was

3.6.3 Generalizability Outside the Corporate Development Framework

In the content analysis method used to obtain the independent exploration variable 

for the regression analysis in chapter 3, the scope of the articles was limited to those 

discussing corporate development. This limitation was made with a keyword search, 

as discussed in chapter 3.2.2. The limitation of scope was useful in giving a context 

to the analysis and thus also enabling the concurrent manual content analysis 

discussed in chapter 3.5.2.

Exploration and exploitation are relevant concepts in areas outside corporate 

development as well. To test the generalizability of the operationalization developed 

in this study, another content analysis measurement of exploration was made, this 
time without the limitation of articles to corporate development. Also, a different 

source of news data was used. This additional measurement could thus be used both 

to establish the generalizability of the method and to test its robustness.

The news data for the additional content analysis measurement were collected from 

Factiva, a joint venture news service between Dow Jones and Reuters. All articles 

from the Reuters news archive from the year 1999 were analyzed using the 

automated word count method described in chapter 3.2.2. No limitations were made 

regarding the articles, and the occurrence of corporate development words was not
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required. This analysis yielded a measurement for exploration, which was then 

compared to the original measurement from the Lexis-Nexis data. The two 

exploration variables had a significant positive correlation, 0.39, with a sample size 

of 198 companies.

A regression analysis similar to that used in chapter 3 was applied using the 

independent exploration variable created from the Factiva data. This regression 

analysis gave results that were qualitatively similar to the original analysis, with the 

exception of sales growth. Both models 2 and 3 supported hypotheses 2-4 at the 0.05 

level, but the relationship between exploration orientation and sales growth was 

statistically insignificant.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Discussion on the Content Analysis Method

With all the previously used operationalizations of exploration and exploitation 

reviewed in chapter 2.1.3, a fundamental problem arises from the inherent vagueness 

of the two concepts. A measuring tool may measure the variety of a company’s 

business activities or the familiarity of a company’s patents. Identifying these as 
exploration and exploitation, however, is a matter of interpretation. When using a 

given measuring tool to measure exploration or exploitation, the researchers basically 

define the concepts according to their own interpretations of how the dichotomy 

applies to the phenomenon being studied.

The operationalization used in this study makes no such interpretations. The original 

definitions of exploration and exploitation are used as such to create the 

operationalization. The method used to establish the dictionary in this study is 

analogous to defining exploration and exploitation as activities which are described 

using words presented by March (1991). This gives the method some theoretical 

validity, but does not guarantee its ability to differentiate between exploration and 
exploitation in practice. Correlations with the manual classification 

operationalization and with the measurement that uses an inductively developed
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dictionary give the method some credibility, but as shown by the KWIC analysis, it 

could surely be improved upon in the future.

Table 15 summarizes the correlations between the different measurements of 

exploration created using variations of content analysis methods. In the table, 

LN/March is the original measurement from automated word count analysis using 

Lexis-Nexis articles as data, with the corporate development limitation. 

Factiva/March is the measurement from automated word count analysis using 

Factiva data and no scope limitation. Both of these use the dictionary derived from 

the original work of March (1991). LN/Inductive is the measurement from automated 

word count analysis using Lexis-Nexis data, corporate development limitation, and 

the dictionary developed inductively from the texts in manual content analysis, and 

Manual is the measurement from manual content analysis. Sample sizes were 198 for 

LN/March and Factiva/March, 197 for LN/Inductive, and 14 for Manual.

Correlations between measurements of explorationTable 15

LN/March Factiva/March LN/Inductive Manual
LN/March (n=198) 
Factiva/March (n=198) 
LN/Inductive (n=197) 
Manual (n=14)

0.39
0.160.32

0.680.52 0.35

From a theoretical perspective. Manual can be considered to be the most valid of 

these measurements, as it is based on an established method for measuring concepts 

like exploration and exploitation, although the small sample size and only moderate 

inter-rater reliability somewhat lessen the credibility of this method. As can be seen 

from the table, the different measurements correlate positively, despite the 

considerable differences in the methods used to obtain them.

Automated content analysis is a versatile research method that can be employed in 

many different ways. The approaches used in this study are only examples of the
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many potential uses for automated content analysis in strategic management 

research.

4.2 Contributions of the Study

This study contributes to the field of strategic management research by investigating 

a novel method of automated content analysis for analyzing strategic concepts. The 

ability of the method to make use of unstructured textual data opens up new 

opportunities for strategic management research. This study can aid researchers in 

applying and further developing methods of automated content analysis.

Although much theoretical research has been done on exploration and exploitation, 

little empirical evidence is available concerning the dichotomy. This study 

contributes to the fields of organizational learning and corporate development by 

providing empirical evidence for the arguments for the importance of exploration, 

and by offering an easy to replicate operationalization for exploration and 

exploitation.

4.3 Managerial Implications

The findings of this study support the predominant view in the literature that large 

companies tend to undervalue exploration and overvalue exploitation. Companies 

with higher emphasis on exploration in their corporate development activities seem 

to do better in financial terms than the companies concentrating more on 

exploitation. This would imply that the managers of large companies should ensure 

that their companies have sufficient exploration orientation in their corporate 

development activities.

What, then, can the management do to increase the amount of exploration orientation 

in their company’s activities? Levinthal and March (1993) suggest that a proper 

incentive system can be used to increase the willingness of individuals to engage in 

exploration. The society uses patents and resulting monopolies to provide additional 

incentives for companies to explore. Companies can do the same by offering 

sufficiently large rewards to individuals for successful exploration and, on the other
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hand, by providing a safety net for failures in experimentations. Levinthal and March 

also suggest using organizational structures that undermine the effectiveness of 

exploitation by inhibiting the reuse of past solutions and avoiding excessive 

socialization of new members. Levinthal and March also propose a ‘can-do’ attitude, 

which entails creating misperception of the risks of exploration and creating 

overconfidence in individuals to avoid the otherwise overly prevalent risk-averse 

behavior.

Increasing exploratory activities does not have to be at the expense of the 

effectiveness of exploitative activities. Many studies have been made concerning 

organizational forms in which these two can coexist (Benner & Tushman, 2003; 

Lewin et ah, 1999). According to Benner and Tushman (2003), the buffering of 

exploratory activities from process management activities and using ambidextrous 
organizational forms allows for the effective implementation of both exploration and 

exploitation.

4.4 Implications for Future Research

A larger-scale manual classification study could be used in the future to further 

validate the results of this study, as well as to provide a reference operationalization 

for further developments of automated content analysis methods to measure 

exploration and exploitation. In addition to a larger sample, the manual classification 

study would include a more thorough training period for the coders, as well as 

iterative development of the coding rules based on pilot tests (Popping, 2000: 12; 

Riffe et ah, 1998: 119). Such a proper manual content analysis research would likely 

require “months of training sessions” (Krippendorff, 1980: 72), including several 

revisions of the coding rules and processes after pilot tests (Krippendorff, 1980: 

178). Other methods, such as those using patent data or questionnaires, could also be 

used to obtain reference operationalizations of exploration and exploitation.

The concept categories and the word list used in this study were derived deductively 

from theory. Another approach that could be used would be to build the word lists 

and categories inductively (Popping, 2000: 150-151). This could be done with a 

qualitative analysis of the textual data. The researcher would start by investigating
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' occurrences of the predefined concepts of exploration and exploitation, and look for 

regularities in the text that could be coded and categorized. This inductive process 
would eventually result in ways to identify exploration and exploitation using 

automated content analysis.

In the thematic approach used here, when two or more concepts co-occur, a relation 

between these concepts is assumed. In semantic and network approaches to content 

analysis, this relation is specified, which allows for a better connection to theory 

(Popping, 2000: 180). As the processing power of computers and the availability and 

usefulness of content analysis software increase, further studies could use these more 

detailed approaches to increase the accuracy of the measurement tool.

Recent advances in automated content analysis and related methodology have also 

brought about new approaches to automatically analyzing textual data. These include 

support vector machines (SMV) and other linear classification methods, which 

categorize texts by constructing hypersurfaces in the hyperdimensional space of 

possible inputs (Leopold & Kindermann, 2002; Zhang & Oles, 2001; Park & Zhang, 

2004), and latent semantic analysis (LSA), which uses exhaustive factor analysis to 

model the reading and understanding experience of the human mind (Landauer & 
Dumais, 1997; Simon & Xenos, 2004). In the future, such advanced computerized 

methods could also be applied to the study of exploration and exploitation, as well as 

to other strategic management research.

The sample in this study consisted of the world’s largest companies. Future research 

could study whether these results are also applicable to small and medium 
enterprises. The exploration-exploitation trade-off could also be studied in other 

contexts than corporate development, and in addition to studying the balance 

between exploration and exploitation, these two concepts could also be 

operationalized separately to study the interrelatedness of the two. Future research 

could also attempt to apply the method of automated content analysis to other 

strategic concepts beside exploration and exploitation.
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APPENDIX 1. WORDS AND WORD ROOTS IN CONTENT ANALYSIS

The wildcard can represent any characters.

ventar*, allianc*, acqui*, new business*, spino*, spin- 

o*, new product*, business development*, fund*
Corporate development:

explor*, search*, variation*, risk*, experiment*, play*, 

flexib*, discover*, innovât*
Exploration:

exploit*, refine*, choice*, production*, efficien*, 

select*, implement*, execut*
Exploitation:
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APPENDIX 2. INDUSTRIES INCLUDED IN THE SAMPLE

ITN indicates the industry table number used in the Fortune Global 500 list of year 2000.

EXCLUDEDINCLUDED
ITN DescriptionITN Description

AIRLINES2AEROSPACE1
BANKS: COMMERCIAL AND 
SAVINGS

3BEVERAGES4

DIVERSIFIED FINANCIALSBUILDING MATERIALS 95
ENERGYCHEMICALS 116
ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTIONCOMPUTER SERVICES AND SOFTWARE 127
ENTERTAINMENTCOMPUTERS, OFFICE EQUIPMENT 138
FOOD SERVICESELECTRONICS, ELECTRICAL 

EQUIPMENT
1510

FOOD AND DRUG STORES1614 FOOD
GENERAL MERCHANDISERSFOREST AND PAPER PRODUCTS 1817
HEALTH CAREINDUSTRIAL AND FARM EQUIPMENT 1920
INSURANCE: LIFE, HEALTH 
(MUTUAL)

2126 METAL PRODUCTS

INSURANCE: LIFE, HEALTH 
(STOCK)

METALS 2227

INSURANCE: P&C (MUTUAL)MOTOR VEHICLES AND PARTS 2329
INSURANCE: P&C (STOCK)NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS 2430
MAIL, PACKAGE, AND FREIGHT 
DELIVERY

PETROLEUM REFINING 2531

PHARMACEUTICALS 28 MINING, CRUDE-OIL 
PRODUCTION

32

PUBLISHING, PRINTINGRUBBER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS 3335
SCIENTIFIC, PHOTO, CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT

34 RAILROADS36

37 SECURITIESSOAPS, COSMETICS39
SHIPPINGTELECOMMUNICATIONS 3841
SPECIALTY RETAILERS40TOBACCO42

43 TRADING
UTILITIES: GAS AND ELECTRIC44

WHOLESALERS45

MISCELLANEOUS46
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APPENDIX 3. REGRESSION MODEL DETAILS

The regression model was tested using Stata 8.2. The module for Winsorization was 

installed using the following commands:

net from http://fmwww.bc.edU/RePEc/bocode/w 
net install winsor

The ratio of exploration words to the sum of exploration and exploitation words was 

the independent variable explore. This variable was centered and Winsorized into 

variable wcexplore using the following commands:

summarize explore
gen cexplore = explore - r(mean)
winsor cexplore, gen(wcexplore) p(0.05)

Dependent performance variables for 2000-2002 average sales growth, ROA, ROE, 

and ROS, respectively, along with the control variables for the logarithm of the 

number of employees and the performance variables for 1999, were also Winsorized:

winsor pgrowth, gen(wpgrowth) p(0.05) 
winsor proa, gen(wproa) p(0.05) 
winsor proe, gen(wproe) p(0.05) 
winsor pros, gen(wpros) p(0.05) 
winsor Inempl99, gen(wlnempl99) p(0.05) 
winsor pgrow99, gen(wpgrow99) p(0.05) 
winsor proa99, gen(wproa99) p(0.05) 
winsor proe99, gen(wproe99) p(0.05) 
winsor pros99, gen(wpros99) p(0.05)

Standard OLS regression estimates for the model without the exploration variable 

were calculated with the following commands:
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regress wpgrowth wlnempl99 wpgrow99 iict rasia ramer, robust 
regress wproa wlnempl99 wproa99 iict rasia ramer, robust 
regress wproe wlnempl99 wproe99 iict rasia ramer, robust 
regress wpros wlnempl99 wpros99 iict rasia ramer, robust

Here the robust option is used for heteroscedasticity correction, iict is the “industy is 

ICT” dummy, and rasia and ramer are the “region is Asia” and “region is the 

Americas” dummies, respectively. “Region is Europe” is treated as the baseline 

category.

The OLS regression with the independent exploration variable was calculated with 

the following commands:

regress wpgrowth wlnempl99 wpgrow99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore, robust 
regress wproa wlnempl99 wproa99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore, robust 
regress wproe wlnempl99 wproe99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore, robust 
regress wpros wlnempl99 wpros99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore, robust

The Heckman selection model was calculated as follows:

heckman wpgrowth wlnempl99 wpgrow99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore, 
select(wlnempl99 wpgrow99 wlnsales99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore) robust
heckman wproa wlnempl99 wproa99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore, 
select(wlnempl99 wpgrow99 wlnsales99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore) robust
heckman wproe wlnempl99 wproe99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore, 
select(wlnempl99 wpgrow99 wlnsales99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore) robust
heckman wpros wlnempl99 wpros99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore, 
select(wlnempl99 wpgrow99 wlnsales99 iict rasia ramer wcexplore) robust

The model uses maximum likelihood estimation rather than the two-step estimator. 

The selection equation uses the variables specified in the select statement as 

variables affecting the company’s falling off the Global 500 list. These variables 

include the company’s exploration orientation, the amount and growth of sales in 

1999 (wlnsales99 and wpgrow99), company size (wlnempl99), industry (iict), and 

region (rasia and ramer).
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APPENDIX 4. MANUAL CODING PROTOCOL

Introduction

The purpose of this protocol is to assess the relative orientation of different 

companies in the exploration-exploitation dimension, i.e. the relative amount of 

exploration actions to exploitation actions, in corporate development. This is 

conducted by classifying news items about these companies into news about 

exploration actions and news about exploitation actions.

Definitions

The following definitions are used in this research:

Corporate development

This research is conducted in the realm of corporate development. The corporate 

development actions studied are acquisitions, joint ventures, alliances, corporate 

venture capital, new businesses, new products, business development, spin-offs, and 

venture funds.

News item

A news item is a news story that is found in the text to be coded. Each news item 

starts with a line titled “HEADLINE” and ends with a line titled “LOAD-DATE”.

Action

The action is the activity that is the main subject matter of the news item in question. 

The action may be explorative, exploitative, or neither. A more detailed coding scale 

is presented with the coding process.

Note that the examples of exploration and exploitation actions only exemplify the 

kinds of actions that typically go under that category. The determining factor is 

ultimately the purpose of the action, i.e. what the company is trying to achieve. For 

example, geographical expansion and purchasing technology are typically
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exploitation actions, and they should usually be coded as such; however, if their main 

purpose is explorative, they are to be coded as explorative actions.

Exploration actions

Exploration actions are actions that concern the exploration of new possibilities, 

characterized by words such as search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, 

flexibility, discovery, innovation. The purpose of these actions in corporate 

development is e.g. to create fundamentally new knowledge and capabilities, to 

develop cognitive frameworks or to monitor the developments of markets and 

technologies. The returns from exploration actions are less certain and more remote 

in time than those from exploitation actions.

Some examples of exploration actions are:

• Research and development alliances

• Co-operative learning networks

• Minority investments in next generation technologies

• Funds investing in new technologies
• New products, services, activities or business ideas that are different from the 

company’s current business in terms of resources, capabilities and cognitive 
constructs

Exploitation actions

Exploitation actions are actions that concern the exploitation of old certainties, 

characterized by words like refinement, choice, production, efficiency, selection, 

implementation, execution. In corporate development, these actions are intended to 

exploit and build upon knowledge and capabilities already existing in the 
organization. The returns from exploitation actions are more certain, more proximate 

in time and more easily measurable than those from exploration actions.

Some examples of exploitation actions are:

• Scale-increasing or vertical integration acquisitions

• Geographical expansion
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Production joint ventures

Alliances to promote technology standards

Alliances for shared production

Licensing or purchasing technology for the purposes of the company’s 
current business
New products, services, activities or business ideas that are close to the 
company’s current business in terms of resources, capabilities and cognitive 
constructs

Actor firm

The actor firm is the company that engages in the action in the article. If several 

companies are actively pursuing the action, such as with alliances or joint ventures, 

they are all to be coded as actor firms for this article.

Coding process

Familiarize with the articles (10-20 articles, randomly selected) 

Study the coding instructions 

Code the randomly selected articles 

For each article record 
о Actor firm(s) 
о Degree of exploration:

2 clearly exploratory

“Hewlett-Packard Company today announced that it has committed $ 20 million to the Intel 
64 Fund, an equity investment fund of approximately $ 250 million. The fund, which includes 
investments from leading platform suppliers as well as corporate users, will be used to invest 
in technology companies developing innovative IA-64-based solutions”

somewhat exploratory1

"Regeneron and P&G Initiate Clinical Study to Treat Obesity Associated With Diabetes"

neither exploratory nor exploitative0

“Phillips Petroleum Co. has set aside some $ 746 million - part of its $ 1.79 billion year 2000 
capital budget - for its exploration and production business that will include Venezuela. 
Phillips will spend a slice of that $ 746 million on its Hamaca heavy oil upgrading project in 
the eastern part of the country"

somewhat exploitative-1

“Datacraft RPG, a joint venture of Datacraft Asia and RPG Enterprises, has aligned with 
Samsung Electronics, to market and support its range of modems and Internet videophones in 
India"
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clearly exploitative-2

“VOLVO CE INCREASES PRODUCTION CAPACITY IN THE U.S. BY 50 PERCENT’

not relevant/applicableX

“SAMSUNG IN NEGOTIATIONS WITH 2 FOREIGN AUTOMAKERS TO SELL AUTO 
UNIT"

Note: If the news item reports several, equally focal actions, some of which 

are exploratory while some are exploitative, it is to be coded as 0. 

However, if the actions are predominantly either exploratory or 

exploitative, the news item should be coded as 1 or -1, and if all 

actions are clearly exploratory or exploitative, the news item should 

be coded as 2 or -2, respectively.

If the news item does not clearly report any corporate development 

action, it should be coded as X.

If the news item talks about the near past (up to around 6 months) or 

near future, or intentions (e.g. “...IBM is interested in acquiring...”), 

it should be coded like a similar present-time action.
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APPENDIX 5. INDUCTIVE DICTIONARY CONSTRUCTION

1. Create word lists for exploration articles, exploitation articles, and irrelevant 

articles. Exploration and exploitation word lists are analyzed separately. For 

exploration word list, the focal text articles are the exploration articles and the 
opposing articles are the exploitation articles, conversely for exploitation 

articles.

V
о +1 , where2. For each word calculate index: с = о •
P + 1

о = occurence of word / 10k words in focal text articles

p = occurence of word / 10k words in opposing text articles

3. Remove words that refer to a particular company, place, industry or 

technology, e.g. “Sony”, “Pennsylvania”, “pharmaceuticals”, “fuel”

4. Remove words for which о < 2x, where

x = occurence of word / 10k words in irrelevant text articles

5. Select from the remaining words those with the largest c
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